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Illinois State University
Eric Willey, Sandy Roe, Angela Yon

Goals
• Build a catalog that will enable users to identify authors that
share the ethnicity African American
• To examine the feasibility using Wikipedia sources to identify
author characteristics
• Case study to learn what resources (skills, time, tools,
workflow) are necessary

Issue
• Catalog records tend to describe the resource (book, DVD,
article, sound recording, etc.)

NOT describe the characteristics of the creator

The Library of Congress Demographic
Group Terms (LCDGT)

Wikipedia has lots of lists…

(LCDGT)

Considerations
• Ethical and moral issues on author characteristics
• Ethnicity - very high standard of proof needed for this
demographic category

Process
• Wikipedia list of African American writers and our library
holdings
• Researched entries for evidence of self-identification as
African American and created citations
• Create name-title records

Bland, Eleanor Taylor. ǂt Done wrong
010 no2017162601
040 INS ǂb eng ǂe rda ǂc INS-SF ǂd INS-SF
046 ǂk 1996 ǂ2 edtf
1001 Bland, Eleanor Taylor. ǂt Done wrong

386 ǂn eth ǂa African Americans ǂ2 lcdgt
386 ǂn nat ǂa Americans ǂ2 lcdgt
670 Bland, Eleanor Taylor. Done wrong, 1996, ©1995: ǂb title
page (Eleanor Taylor Bland)

670 Brown, W. Dale. Conversations with American
writers, 2008: ǂb page 7 (Eleanor Taylor Bland,
"Busy Lady" interview; in the black community
we're finally starting)

Findings - List of African-American Writers
• 387 names on list
• 25% writers with no link to their name authority records
• 4% names do not have name authority records
• 70% writers in our catalog

• 91% in catalog with self-identification as an African American

“Link your data to other data to provide context”
Tim Berners-Lee’s “5 ★ Open Data,”

• LCCN in the authority data box on Wikipedia page

• 024 Wikidata identifier in the Name authority record

Next steps
• Extract bibliographic records of titles from catalog
• Add the demographic term African Americans to the bib
• Load the enhanced records in our catalog VuFind and
discovery platform, EBSCO Discovery Service (EDS)
• Track the OCLC#s of enhanced records
• Repeat the process for these records in OCLC

Trombone Shorty by Troy Andrews

https://www.amazon.com/Trombone-Shorty-Troy-Andrews/dp/1419714651

Summary
• 25 % inclusion of links to Name Authority Records
• 70% Wikidata identifier added to Name Authority Records
• 70% writers holding in the catalog, 91% self-identification as an
African American
• $6 per self-identification research and citation

• 2500 bibliographic records in catalog and OCLC
• Enhancement to OCLC records offer opportunities for use by
other libraries and faceted navigation

Potential outcomes and future opportunity
• LCDGT Information displays in our catalog and faceted search
results

• Grow our documentation and research
• Build on the relationship with Wikipedia and library

Resources
• “5 ★ Open Data.”
• Library of Congress, Policy and Standards Division. Demographic
Group Terms and Manual, 2018.
• “List of African-American writers.”

• Schiff, Adam. Applying Library of Congress Faceted Vocabularies.
Workshop presented at OLAC 2017 Conference, Richmond, VA,
October 28, 2017.
• Watch for more information in our IR, ISU ReD.

Thank you!
Angela Yon
Cataloging and Metadata Librarian
Milner Library at Illinois State University
ayon@ilstu.edu

